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Handbags And Homicide Haley Randolph 1 Dorothy Howell

Getting the books Handbags And Homicide Haley Randolph 1 Dorothy Howell now is not type of inspiring means. You could not on your own going gone ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your links to contact
them. This is an certainly easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online publication Handbags And Homicide Haley Randolph 1 Dorothy Howell can be one of the options to accompany you subsequent to
having other time.

It will not waste your time. assume me, the e-book will extremely sky you supplementary matter to read. Just invest little time to gate this on-line revelation Handbags And Homicide Haley Randolph 1 Dorothy
Howell as well as review them wherever you are now.

Messenger Bags and Murder (A Haley Randolph Mystery) - Dorothy Howell 2019-04-09
Amateur sleuth Haley Randolph returns in a hilarious new novella!Haley Randolph, fashionista and event
planner to the stars, must find a way to stand out at the prestigious conference of the Hospitality
Professionals of America-not easy with a celebrity chef marinating in all the attention.But Haley gets
distracted by five mouthwatering messenger bags from the world's hottest new designer, a delectable treat
she can't resist-and they're up for grabs! Haley expects to find peace and tranquility in the moonlit labyrinth
walk, but stumbles over a dead body instead. And as if that weren't enough to sink a soufflé, she learns that
the messenger bags have been stolen. Hot PI Jack Bishop is providing security for the conference but his
reputation will be burned to a crisp unless Haley can whip up the killer. Soon she discovers a dash of family
secrets, a pinch of old grudges, and a sprinkling of broken dreams-a recipe for murder!
Fanny Packs and Foul Play (a Haley Randolph Mystery) - Dorothy Howell 2015-01-09
A Novella in the Haley Randolph Series Fashionista and event planner to the stars Haley Randolph thinks the
Thanksgiving Day feast she's organizing for the wealthy young owners of the Pammy Candy Company at
their Calabasas mansion will be easy-until the hostess is pushed to her death from a second floor balcony.
Money-hungry relatives expecting to dish up a share of the candy company profits, an ex-lover, and a family
secret make a tempting recipe for murder. It's a feast of suspects as Haley gobbles up clues that threaten to
turn this warm, welcoming occasion into cold leftovers-but with private detective Jack Bishop in charge of the
investigation, things heat up fast. Haley searches for the designer handbag of her dreams-but finds a hot
new attorney instead-and a killer who knows revenge is a meal best served cold!
Backpacks and Betrayals - Dorothy Howell 2016-11-09
Fashionista and event planner Haley Randolph is staging the North Hollywood Art's District fashion crawl, and
everything looks flawless--until one of the models is pushed to her death down a flight of stairs. With
celebrities, VIPs, and the fashion world's most celebrated clothing designers expected to attend, Haley fears
the bad publicity could crush the crawl. To save the event, Haley investigates--and she knows she can't be
fashionably late finding the killer.
The Dictionary of Lost Words - Pip Williams 2021-04-06
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • REESE’S BOOK CLUB PICK • “Delightful . . . [a] captivating and slyly
subversive fictional paean to the real women whose work on the Oxford English Dictionary went largely
unheralded.”—The New York Times Book Review “A marvelous fiction about the power of language to
elevate or repress.”—Geraldine Brooks, New York Times bestselling author of People of the Book Esme is
born into a world of words. Motherless and irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in the Scriptorium,
an Oxford garden shed in which her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers are collecting words for
the very first Oxford English Dictionary. Young Esme’s place is beneath the sorting table, unseen and
unheard. One day a slip of paper containing the word bondmaid flutters beneath the table. She rescues the
slip and, learning that the word means “slave girl,” begins to collect other words that have been discarded or
neglected by the dictionary men. As she grows up, Esme realizes that words and meanings relating to
women’s and common folks’ experiences often go unrecorded. And so she begins in earnest to search out
words for her own dictionary: the Dictionary of Lost Words. To do so she must leave the sheltered world of
the university and venture out to meet the people whose words will fill those pages. Set during the height of

the women’s suffrage movement and with the Great War looming, The Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost
narrative, hidden between the lines of a history written by men. Inspired by actual events, author Pip
Williams has delved into the archives of the Oxford English Dictionary to tell this highly original story. The
Dictionary of Lost Words is a delightful, lyrical, and deeply thought-provoking celebration of words and the
power of language to shape the world. WINNER OF THE AUSTRALIAN BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD
The Planters of Colonial Virginia - Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker 1922

The Book of Dow - Robert Piercy Dow 1929

Purses and Poison - Dorothy Howell 2009-07-01
When Haley arrives at Holt's employee luncheon and fashion show, she spots a sick server and helps out by
putting on a uniform and waiting tables. The luncheon is a hit, with catered food from Edible Elegance--her
mother's latest business--until top fashion model Claudia Gray is found dead in the ladies room. Too bad for
Haley that Claudia, ex-girlfriend of Haley's current sort-of boyfriend, was poisoned and the police are looking
for a missing server. Can Haley uncover the truth before she becomes a victim?
Shoulder Bags and Shootings - Dorothy Howell 2011-01-28
Fashion can be fatal: “The action is smoother than the butter-soft leather of a Prada bag, and the gritty
details of working retail are spot-on.”—Publishers Weekly Life is almost perfect for fashionista and amateur
sleuth Haley Randolph. She just vacationed in Europe with her boyfriend Ty Cameron, owner of Holt's
Department Store. And now Ty's grandmother is letting Haley drive her Mercedes. If only Haley could get her
hands on the new Sinful handbag. It's totally out of stock, and Haley would rather die than buy a knockoff.
But when she finds the body of her designer purse party rival, Tiffany Markham, in the trunk of the Mercedes,
she's not so sure she wants to trade places after all. . . Topping the list of suspects, Haley doesn't deny
seeing red when Tiffany stole her purse party idea--and made more money. But she wasn't jealous enough to
commit murder. Now she'll have to solve this mystery quickly--and find that Sinful bag--before she becomes
a killer's next fashion fatality. . . "A clever, fast-moving plot." --Publishers Weekly "For fans of lightweight,
humorous mysteries." --Booklist
The Merry-go-round in the Sea - Randolph Stow 1966

Backpacks and Betrayals - Dorothy A. Howell 2016
Fashionista and event planner Haley Randolph is staging the North Hollywood Art's District fashion crawl, and
everything looks flawless--until one of the models is pushed to her death down a flight of stairs! With
celebrities, VIPs, and the fashion world's most celebrated clothing designers expected to attend, Haley fears
the bad publicity could crush the crawl. To save the event, Haley investigates--and she knows she can't be
fashionably late finding the killer. Soon she uncovers rivalry, deception, and misplaced loyalty among the
models. Plus, everyone at the agency harbors secrets of their own. In the middle of this, Haley also has to
plan for a family wedding and knows she'll never measure up to her overachieving cousins--unless she shows
up with the Domino, an exquisite artisan handbag made specifically for her. Problem is, the waiting list is
months long. Haley must find a killer and get that handbag-- before time runs out!
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Duffel Bags and Drownings (a Haley Randolph Mystery) - Dorothy Howell 2015-02-12
Fashionista and event planner to the stars Haley Randolph is staging a St. Patrick's Day bash for one of
Hollywood's biggest couples. When she visits the catering company to check on preparations, it looks like the
green ice sculptures will be the hit of the party -- until Haley finds a server floating face down in the water
tank. Haley becomes the prime suspect in the murder. With a killer -- and a giant leprechaun -- on the loose,
she must do some fast sleuthing to find the pot of gold at the end of this rainbow. Will she kiss the Blarney
Stone -- or the hot new detective on the case? Haley will need the luck of the Irish to find the killer -- and the
hottest handbag of the season!
Elizabeth Macarthur - Michelle Scott Tucker 2018-04-02
‘An intimate portrait of a woman who changed herself and Australia...Michelle Scott Tucker makes Elizabeth
Macarthur step off the page.’ David Hunt , Author of Girt In 1788 a young gentlewoman raised in the
vicarage of an English village married a handsome, haughty and penniless army officer. In any Austen novel
that would be the end of the story, but for the real-life woman who became an Australian farming
entrepreneur, it was just the beginning. John Macarthur took credit for establishing the Australian wool
industry and would feature on the two-dollar note, but it was practical Elizabeth who managed their
holdings—while dealing with the results of John’s manias: duels, quarrels, court cases, a military coup, long
absences overseas, grandiose construction projects and, finally, his descent into certified insanity. Michelle
Scott Tucker shines a light on an often-overlooked aspect of Australia’s history in this fascinating story of a
remarkable woman. Michelle Scott Tucker owns and operates a management consulting company, and lives
on a small farm in regional Victoria with her husband and children. Elizabeth Macarthur is her first book.
‘Tucker’s great achievement is to have scraped back the familiar historical material to uncover a fresh and
compelling portrait of Elizabeth Macarthur in her own words and the words of those who knew her.’
Australian ‘In writing this lively, entertaining and profoundly empathetic biography, [Tucker] has also brought
other colonial women out of the shaows and told their story too...There are not many biographies or histories
of Australia that are unputdownable, but this one is. Highly recommended!’ ANZ LitLovers 'The triumphs and
trials of Elizabeth Macarthur, a capable business woman and dedicated wife and mother, are given their due
in this impressively researched biography.’ Brenda Niall ‘This carefully researched history is a highly
interesting read that highlights the importance of women in the settlement of New South Wales.’ Otago Daily
Times 'Finally, Elizabeth Macarthur steps out from the long shadow of her infamous, entrepreneurial
husband. In Michelle Scott Tucker’s devoted hands, Elizabeth emerges as a canny businesswoman, charming
diplomat, loving mother and indefatigable survivor. A fascinating, faithful portrait of a remarkable woman
and the young, volatile colony she helped to build.’ Clare Wright ‘A nourishing, fascinating, and eye-opening
read.’ Alpha Reader ‘Tucker expertly details the trials, tragedies and triumphs of the early settlement of
NSW...This book is an important historical memoir documenting the incredible life of an Australian pioneer
and her role as the matriarch of one of Australia’s first agricultural dynasties.’ Countryman ‘Elizabeth
Macarthur: A Life at the Edge of the World is a great read. It crafts a compulsive story with good research,
giving a convincing look into colonial New South Wales. It offers the pleasures of fine biography in tracing
one person’s life in all its seasons, through its successes and failures, joys and miseries.’ NathanHobby blog
‘A stunning and intimate look at Elizabeth [Macarthur] and the family’s lives...Should be required reading in
schools...An informative and learned look at colonial history.’ AU Review
Slay Bells and Satchels - Dorothy A. Howell 2012
"The Summer Santa Sale at Holt's Department becomes a Christmas nightmare when sales clerk Haley
Randolph finds a murdered elf in the store's giant toy bag. Haley, a crazed fashionista obsessed with
designer handbags, could find herself 'bagged' if she doesn't untangle this mystery quicker than Saint Nick
can slide down a chimney. But Haley has another problem: Can working with hot private detective Jack
Bishop put her on Santa's 'naughty' list?"--P.[4] of cover.
The Illio - 1911

The Court of Last Resort - Erle Stanley Gardner 2017-04-11
Edgar Award Winner: True stories of miscarriages of justice, legal battles, and landmark reversals, by the
creator of Perry Mason. In 1945, Erle Stanley Gardner, noted attorney and author of the popular Perry Mason

mysteries, was contacted by an overwhelmed California public defender who believed his doomed client was
innocent. William Marvin Lindley had been convicted of the rape and murder of a young girl along the banks
of the Yuba River, and was awaiting execution at San Quentin. After reviewing the case, Gardner agreed to
help—it seemed the fate of the “Red-Headed Killer” hinged on the testimony of a colorblind witness.
Gardner’s intervention sparked the Court of Last Resort. The Innocence Project of its day, this ambitious and
ultimately successful undertaking was devoted to investigating, reviewing, and reversing wrongful
convictions owing to poor legal representation, prosecutorial abuses, biased police activity, bench corruption,
unreliable witnesses, and careless forensic-evidence testimony. The crimes: rape, murder, kidnapping, and
manslaughter. The prisoners: underprivileged and vulnerable men wrongly convicted and condemned to life
sentences or death row with only one hope—the devotion of Erle Stanley Gardner and the Court of Last
Resort. Featuring Gardner’s most damning cases of injustice from across the country, The Court of Last
Resort won the Edgar Award for Best Fact Crime. Originating as a monthly column in Argosy magazine, it was
produced as a dramatized court TV show for NBC.
Edifying Justice: - Paul Arthur Cassidy 2011-12-06
As the first volume of a multi-volume set, this short collection of essays, entitled Edifying Justice: A
Wellspring of Healing, describes the changes by which the Criminal Judicial System might serve the whole
scope of justice effectively. With the Criminal Judicial System as its object of change, this collection of essays
explores the logic and historical precedents behind the idea of complementing the Criminal Judicial System
with a counter-balancing judicial arm. It explains why the current judicial arm, though suitable to the task of
investigating crime and dispensing punishment, is hardly suitable to the task of investigating civilness and
dispensing reward nor to the task of adjudicating a certain category of offenses. While intended for a general
audience, this collection of essays figuratively places readers in the role of jurists and legislators who are
tasked to transform the abstract concept of a balanced, two-armed Criminal Judicial System into concrete
action. Given how distant is the completion of that epic task, the essays more immediate aim is to persuade
readers to value the full scope of justice and to prize the fairer half.
Lyle Family - Oscar Kennett B 1839 Lyle 2018-10-14
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Poor Fellow My Country - Xavier Herbert 2014
Poor Fellow My Country is an Australian classic, perhaps THE Australian classic' - The Times Literary
Supplement. From Australia's oldest publisher comes the longest Australian novel ever published. The winner
of the 1975 Miles Franklin Award is now back in print with a new introduction by Russell McDougall. In Poor
Fellow My Country, Xavier Herbert returns to the region made his own in Capricornia: Northern Australia.
Ranging over a period of some six years, the story is set during the late 1930s and early 1940s; but it is not
so much a tale of this period as Herbert's analysis and indictment of the steps by which we came to the
Australia of today. Herbert parallels an intimate personal narrative with a tale of approaching war and the
disconnect between modern Australia and its first inhabitants. With enduring portraits of a large cast of local
and international characters, Herbert paints a scene of racial, familial and political disparity. He lays bare the
paradoxes of this wild land, both old and wise, young and flawed. Winner of the Miles Franklin award on first
publication in 1975, Poor Fellow My Country is masterful storytelling, an epic in the truest sense. This is the
decisive story of how Australia threw away her chance of becoming a true commonwealth and it is
undoubtedly Herbert's supreme contribution to Australian literature. Will we ever reach the dream of
'Australia Felix' - the happy south land?
Evening Bags and Executions - Dorothy Howell 2014
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When retail worker Haley Randolph stumbles across the dead body of Lacy Hobbs, who was recently hired by
L.A. Affairs to bake a six-foot yellow submarine for high-maintenance Sheridan Adams's A-list charity auction,
Haley is blamed for the theft of collectible Beatles bobbleheads and begins to wonder if her new boss
Vanessa Lord is trying to sabotage her.
Handbags and Homicide - Dorothy Howell 2009-03-05
HANDBAGS AND HOMICIDE, set in L.A.'s Garment District, is the first book in an exciting new series featuring
the hilarious and irresisitible Haley Randolph. When Haley says she’d ‘kill for’ the latest fashions, she doesn’t
actually mean it. Of course, she’d quite happily stamp on feet, pull hair and elbow rivals out of the way to get
to a new designer bag. But when her boss at Holt’s department store is discovered dead in the store room
fingers are pointed firmly at her! If Haley’s going to escape jail (not to mention the orange prison jumpsuits)
she must find the murderer and prove her innocence. At least the hunky Ty Cameron seems to be on her
side...
Purses and Poison - Dorothy Howell 2009
Haley Randolph, the twenty-something fashion sleuth who can spot a fake Louis Vuitton at 50 paces, is back
for another murderous romp in this delightful mystery from the author of "Handbags and Homicide."
Stolen Lives - 1999

Tote Bags and Toe Tags - Dorothy Howell 2012-07-11
A fashion-obsessed sleuth must solve a murder as she starts a new executive career—and try to resist
abusing her corporate credit card… Just because Haley lacks the right qualifications for her new position as
corporate events coordinator doesn't mean she murdered her company's chief of security. Nothing about her
fashion sense screams deadly killer, but she'll need to shop around on her own for some guilt-proof clues to
prove the police are looking in the wrong bag. Especially since some of the other recent hires at the
company also have something to hide. . . Between her many investigations, the new high-pressure job, and
her just-moved-in boyfriend, there's almost no time for the most important thing in Haley's life: maxing out
her credit card. If she's going to catch a killer, she'll need to be on her toes--heels and all--or she'll be this
season's hottest victim. . . "The well-crafted plot, humor, and designer details will appeal to fans of Laura
Levine and MaryJanice Davidson." --Booklist "Fast and fun. . . Established fans and newcomers alike will look
forward to her next appearance." --Publishers Weekly
Apple Turnover Murder (Hannah Swensen Mysteries, Book 13) - Joanne Fluke 2015-02-12
The hunt is on for a killer who's flakier than puff pastry... Apple Turnover Murder is the thirteenth delightfully
cosy Hannah Swensen mystery from acclaimed author Joanne Fluke. Packed full of delicious recipes and
perfect for fans of M. C. Beaton and Leslie Meier. 'The ever popular Fluke writes engaging cozies with one
part great characters, one part gentle story, and three parts the best recipes in the genre' - Library Journal
Early summer brings plenty of work for baker Hannah Swensen, even before Mayor Bascomb's wife drops by
The Cookie Jar to place an order for her charity event... for eleven-hundred cookies. Hannah almost flips
when business partner, Lisa, suggests setting up an apple turnover stand at the fundraiser's talent show. But
when the show's host, college professor Bradford Ramsey, tries to reignite an old flame with Hannah, she is
less than impressed. Then the curtain doesn't go up, and Hannah discovers Ramsey backstage, dead, with an
apple turnover in his hand. Now she must find a killer who's flakier than puff pastry - and far more
dangerous. What readers are saying about Apple Turnover Murder: 'An easy and entertaining read' 'Excellent
book - could not put [it] down' 'Five stars'
Clutches and Curses - Dorothy Howell 2011-10-24
USA Today-Bestselling Author: An irate customer and a business trip to Vegas turn a fashion-forward sleuth
into a prime suspect for murder… Life is looking good for amateur sleuth/professional fashionista Haley
Randolph. She's even close to getting her hands on the Delicious, the season's hottest purse--until she's hit
with a curse from an irate customer at Holt's department store. When things start to go really wrong, Haley
transfers to the new store near Las Vegas--and promptly finds the body of Courtney Collins, an old
classmate, sprawled across the floor of the menswear department. Now Haley is suspect #1. Everyone
knows Haley was once jealous of Courtney, and Courtney was about to launch a spectacular line of designer
bags. And, well, there weren't any witnesses when Haley actually found the body. Since she doesn't look

good in prison stripes, Haley will have to get to the bottom of this mystery. Finding the killer won't be easy. .
.and getting rid of this curse may mean going against everything a real fashionista stands for. . . "Frothy. . .
The well-crafted plot offers plenty of red herrings." --Publishers Weekly "A laugh-out-loud wild ride for readers
who hang on for the unexpected resolution." --RT Book Reviews
Happy Valley - Patrick White 1940
Just when things are looking up for thirteen-year-old Ronnie, her father dies, creating a void she and her
mother have trouble filling.
Purses and Poisons - Dorothy Howell 2009
Nobody wants to be an accessory to murder... including Haley Randolph. Her ideal murderous encounter is
buying a pair of killer heels. But then the ex-girlfriend of her sort-of boyfriend Ty Cameron - the drop-dead
gorgeous Claudia Gray - literally drops down dead. Even worse, Haley's mother is prime suspect: Claudia was
poisoned with food from her company. Haley's heard of death by chocolate, but death by edible fruit
bouquet? When the eye of suspicion also falls on Haley, she pursues the murderer (and a divine Judith Leiber
evening bag) all over LA to clear the family name. Will she catch the killer? And will her relationship with Ty
end up dead in the water?
This Nonviolent Stuff'll Get You Killed - Charles E. Cobb 2014-06-03
Visiting Martin Luther King, Jr. at the peak of the civil rights movement, the journalist William Worthy almost
sat on a loaded pistol. “Just for self-defense,” King assured him. One of King's advisors remembered the
reverend's home as “an arsenal.” Like King, many nonviolent activists embraced their constitutional right to
self-protection—yet this crucial dimension of the civil rights struggle has been long ignored. In This
Nonviolent Stuff'll Get You Killed, civil rights scholar Charles E. Cobb, Jr. reveals how nonviolent activists and
their allies kept the civil rights movement alive by bearing—and, when necessary, using—firearms. Whether
patrolling their neighborhoods, garrisoning their homes, or firing back at attackers, these men and women
were crucial to the movement's success, as were the weapons they carried. Drawing on his firsthand
experiences in the Southern Freedom Movement and interviews with fellow participants, Cobb offers a
controversial examination of the vital role guns have played in securing American liberties.
Maryland Historical Magazine - William Hand Browne 1907
Includes the proceedings of the Society.
Brief Lives: Chiefly of Contemporaries, Set Down by John Aubrey, Between the Years 1669 &
1696 - John Aubrey 2022-10-27
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Pocketbooks and Pistols - D. Howell 2018-02
Haley Randolph isn't exactly a model sales clerk at Holt's Department Store. But when the corporate office
acquires a high-end boutique chain and extends a juicy discount to employees, the fashionista will do
anything--maybe even a little hard work--to keep the part-time gig and clinch a Mystique handbag, the
season's absolute must-have, at a heart-stopping price. With the extra duties she's taking on, Haley's
positioning herself to be Employee of the Month. But when Haley discovers former Holt's employee Asha
McLean shot dead behind the store during orientation training, it turns out there's more to die for than hot
designer deals. The ensuing negative publicity could force Holt's to close its doors permanently, sinking the
surrounding shopping center--and Haley's job--into oblivion. Haley can't fathom why anyone would harm
Asha--until she learns that her former coworker, who secretly lived in Sherman Oaks and owned a mint BMW,
was seriously shady. Upon closer inspection, Asha's duplicitous lifestyle not only earned lots of cash, but
plenty of mortal enemies. As authorities question her innocence and business wanes, Haley's desperate to
sack the murderer and save Holt's in time. Otherwise, instead of rocking a Mystique, Haley might end up full
of holes--or worse, locked away in a very unflattering shade of orange.--
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The Memorial History of Hartford County, Connecticut, 1633-1884 - James Hammond Trumbull 1886

History of Idaho - Leonard J. Arrington 1994

Punk 57 - Penelope Douglas 2023-12-05
Secrets, deception, and passion consume two pen pals in the TikTok sensation from New York Times
bestselling author Penelope Douglas, now with exclusive bonus material! They were perfect together. Until
they met. In fifth grade, Misha’s teacher set him and his classmates up with pen pals from a different school.
For the next seven years, Ryen was his everything. She kept Misha on track and accepted him as he is. They
only had three rules: No social media, no phone numbers, no pictures. There was no reason to ruin the good
thing they had going…until Misha runs across a photo of a girl online named Ryen. He knows he has to meet
her. But he didn’t expect to hate what he finds. Ryen has gone three months without a letter from Misha. Did
he die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha like she does, neither would be a stretch. She needs to know someone
is listening to her. But really, Ryen knows this is her own fault. She should’ve gotten his phone number, or
picture, or something. As a mysterious vandal leaves messages in Ryen’s school, she’s possessed by the
handsome new student who knows just how to hurt and heal her. But she can’t stop thinking of Misha. He
could be gone forever. Or right under her nose, and she wouldn’t even know it…
Cajun Kiss of Death - Ellen Byron 2021-08-10
The next shot from Cupid's bow may be fatal in USA Today bestselling, Agatha Award-winning author Ellen
Byron's hearty and delightful seventh Cajun Country mystery. In Pelican, Louisiana, Valentine's Day has a
way of warming the heart, despite the February chill. But the air at Crozat Plantation B&B turns decidedly
frigid when celebrity chef Phillippe Chanson checks in. And when the arrogant Phillippe--in town to open his
newest Cajun-themed restaurant--perishes in a fiery boat crash, Maggie Crozat's dear friend JJ lands in very
cold water. Did JJ, proprietor of Junie's Oyster Bar and Dance Hall, murder Phillippe because he feared the
competition? Might Maggie's mother, Ninette, have bumped off the chef for stealing one of her cherished
recipes? Or was the culprit a local seafood vendor, miffed because Phillippe was somehow able to sell oysters
for a remarkably reasonable price, despite an oyster shortage? Maggie had planned to devote her February
to art lessons in New Orleans, a present from her sweetheart, Bo. But now she has to focus on helping her
friend and her mother cross a murder charge off the menu. Meanwhile, Maggie receives a series of
anonymous gifts that begin as charming but grow increasingly disturbing. Does Maggie have an admirer--or
a stalker? And are these mysterious gifts somehow related to Phillippe's murder? Blood may be thicker than
water, but this case is thicker than gumbo. And solving it will determine whether Maggie gets hearts and

roses--or hearse and lilies--this Valentine's Day.
The March of the Sages - Bonnie Sage Ball 1967
Chiefly a record of some of the descendants of James Sage. He was born ca. 1749 near London, England. He
immigrated to America ca. 1773. He married Lovis (Lovice) Ott (Utt) 15 Dec 1780 in Montgomeroy County,
Virginia. She was the daughter of Sylvester Ott. They were the parents of fourteen children. He died 17 Mar
1820. She died 28 Aug 1854. Descendants lived in Virginia, Missouri and elsewhere.
Shorty Bones - Carolyn Haines 2014-04-08
From award-winning author Carolyn Haines comes Shorty Bones, a charming story starring feisty Southern
belle and private investigator Sarah Booth Delaney. Sarah Booth just wants to help her fiancé recover from a
leg wound in peace...until, that is, an ex-porn star declares that she's being stalked, and Sarah Booth
suddenly finds herself in the midst of a wild case with no idea what to believe or whom to trust.
Living for Change - Grace Lee Boggs 2016-08-03
No one can tell in advance what form a movement will take. Grace Lee Boggs’s fascinating autobiography
traces the story of a woman who transcended class and racial boundaries to pursue her passionate belief in a
better society. Now with a new foreword by Robin D. G. Kelley, Living for Change is a sweeping account of a
legendary human rights activist whose network included Malcolm X and C. L. R. James. From the end of the
1930s, through the Cold War, the Civil Rights era, and the rise of the Black Panthers to later efforts to rebuild
crumbling urban communities, Living for Change is an exhilarating look at a remarkable woman who
dedicated her life to social justice.
Handbags and Homicide - Dorothy Howell 2008
HANDBAGS AND HOMICIDE, set in L.A.'s Garment District, is the first book in an exciting new series featuring
the hilarious and irresisitible Haley Randolph. When Haley says she'd 'kill for' the latest fashions, she doesn't
actually mean it. Of course, she'd quite happily stamp on feet, pull hair and elbow rivals out of the way to get
to a new designer bag. But when her boss at Holt's department store is discovered dead in the store room
fingers are pointed firmly at her! If Haley's going to escape jail (not to mention the orange prison jumpsuits)
she must find the murderer and prove her innocence. At least the hunky Ty Cameron seems to be on her
side...
Fire Department City of New York - Paul Hashagen 2002-10-02
Fire Department City of New York honors the department's 137 years of dedicated service to the City of New
York by chronicling its history of the department with a updated listing of all the firefighters that have been
killed in the line of duty. This book features 272 pages of which 67 are full-color pages. It has been updated
to include the photos of all 343 individuals that so bravely lost their lives on September 11, 2001.


